
LIST OF ADD-ONS FROM REGROUP

AlertUs

Add-On Description

Enable a two-way integration between Regroup and your Alertus hardware. This add-on triggers
notifications from Alertus alert profiles and groups through Regroup. It also includes Regroup contacts 
and groups in Alertus notifications.

RSS With this Add-on, you can use the RSS feed to display messages on various hardware and
software systems, such as LCD, LED, digital signage, workstation screens, etc.

NOAA
Alert

This add-on enables sending alerts from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 
and Weather Radio (NWEM) through Regroup.

Auto
Translation

This add-on feature enables the translation of all the messages from English to the recipient’s preferred 
language. You can also use Auto Translation to translate text-to-speech messages.

CAP This add-on enables sending notifications and trigger alerts through a valid Common Alerting Protocol 
(C.A.P) 1.2 message. CAP allows a warning message to be sent simultaneously over many
CAP-compliant warning systems to various endpoints.

Paging
System

Integrate Regroup with your existing Public Address (PA) or paging system to send notifications
through your existing devices.

API
Access

With this add-on, you can access Regroup’s API with authenticated logins. An API gateway is the core of 
an API management solution. You can enable the following two kinds of APIs from the API Access page:

Messaging API

Standard: Triggers alerts to existing Regroup system members.

Text/SMS & Voice Only: Triggers notifications to telephone numbers;
The recipients do not have to be in the Regroup system.

Email Only: Triggers notifications to email addresses; recipients do
not have to be in the Regroup system.

Standard: Triggers alerts to existing Regroup system members.

Text/SMS & Voice Only: Triggers notifications to telephone numbers;
The recipients do not have to be in the Regroup system.

Email Only: Triggers notifications to email addresses; recipients do
not have to be in the Regroup system.

C.A.P 1.2: Sends notifications and triggers alerts via a valid Common
Alerting Protocol (C.A.P) 1.2 message.

Membership API: This add-on allows you to manage users, contacts,
groups and locations via custom API.

• Group Management API
• Reports API
• Contact Management API
• User Management API
• Channel Management API



LDAP
Sync

Add-On Description

Enables Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP)
Single Sign-On on your Regroup network.

OneRoster Integrate Regroup with Oneroster to securely share information
between information systems.

IPAWS Allows approved admins to post IPAWS EAS and WEA alerts to supported devices
within their Collaborative Operating Group (COG) ID.

SSO This add-on enables the SAML, CAS and LDAP Single Sign-On integration with the Regroup
organization. Once you integrate the SSO, the admins and contacts can log in to your Regroup 
organization using your SSO credentials. The SAML SSO includes ADFS 2.0, OKTA and Shibboleth.

Geofence Using the Geofence Messaging add-on, you can send messages to the recipients
based on their Regroup Mobile App device location.

Microsoft
Teams

Send emergency and routine messages directly into Microsoft Teams’ Channels to communicate 
with your organization quickly. Secured incoming webhooks allow the existing communication 
infrastructures to play a role in emergency communications.

Preferred
Communication
Method

With this add-on, the contacts and subscribers can choose a communication method in their profile 
for each group and channel (only non-urgent).  All communication from this channel uses the
selected preferred method. This is not valid for any urgent channels or urgent messages.

Azure AD
(SCIM User
Provisioning)

Networks can integrate AAD to import groups and contacts
from Azure Active Directory.

Desktop
Notification

Regroup’s Desktop Notification software lets you send messages to employees directly at their 
workspaces or computers. Desktop Notification are best suited for buildings with limited cellular 
service and locations that don’t allow wireless devices inside their organization.

Responsive
Alert

Using Responsive Alert, organizations can send messages using message templates with
predetermined poll responses. A recipient can respond to these poll options and share their
geolocation using the Regroup mobile app or web UI.

SARS
Integration

Integrate SARS call System with Regroup enabling you to handle
end-to-end calls using our API.

Blackbaud Enables data integration with Blackbaud to communicate with your Blackbaud members through 
Regroup. With the integration, you import Blackbaud roles as groups in Regroup. You can add
one Blackbaud role to many Regroup groups or many roles into one group.

EverAlert You can integrate EverAlert with Regroup to manage your everyday emergency communication
more effectively. Regroup allows you to send alarms and instant messages to the EverAlert
panels anywhere in your organization.

PanicAlert Panic Alerts allow contacts to alert other contacts, such as security teams or emergency response 
teams, of emergencies and other important information directly from the Regroup Mobile App.
The administrators create templates for various emergencies and other topics, allowing contacts
to send messages for help quickly, utilizing a panic button in the Regroup Mobile app.



SMS Text-in
& TipSafe

Add-On Description

Enables you to send SMS or text messages to channels to trigger channel messages. The SMS 
Text-In enhances the Message-In feature. You can set up who can send the channel message
by sending an SMS to the channel’s phone number.

Informacast Integrate Regroup with InformaCast to send text and audio notifications to IoT and other devices.  
With the integration, you can send text, pre-recorded audio, or text and pre-recorded audio to 
InformaCast groups. All InformaCast alert types are available.

Voice
Polling

Use voice polling to send voice messages to recipients to poll their responses as audio clips or 
phone key entries. With the call-back feature, they can complete the poll when they can.

UnifiedFX Regroup provides integration with unified FX, enabling you to send messages in audio, text,
or vibrate mode to deliver on the contact’s Cisco (IP) phones.

Web 
Polling

Enables you to send multiple questions to recipients and record their responses. We provide
multiple customization options with question types, the appearance of questions,
and response methods.

Digital 
Signage

Digital Signage enables you to integrate Regroup with digital display techniques like LED, Video 
walls, projections, LCD, etc. You can create web feeds by sending channel messages. Also,
monitor the addition of new signage files using the XML file.

Schedule a demo at regroup.com/demo
855-REGROUP

inquiries@regroup.com


